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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Purpose of the Lecture

Me have been granted the honor of preparing the Rice
Lecture for the International Statistical Institute at its
43rd Session in Buenos Aires in December 1981. The purpose
of this lecture is to review the application of the Methods
and techniques of Modern systeM theory to the analysis and
design of large scale statistical systems. As an approach to
this task, we have outlined the components of systeM theory
and studied the history, status, as well as prospectives of
the use of system theoretic techniques in the practical work
in national statistical offices.

We owe deep appreciation to a number of friends for the
assistance and information they have given us and for which
we thank them all hereby.

*) The views expressed in this paper are those of the
authors and not necessarily those of the United Nations.
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1.2 SysteMS and Their Life Cycles

The essence of Modern systeM theory is the conception of
a systeM as a slice of reality, coMposed of interconnected
sub-systeMS and linked to *the --systeM environMent by
relations. A systeM is assuMed to be an evolving entity with
a point of tiMe to which its origin can be associated and a
finite existence. This finite tiMe period is frequently
considered analogous to an organic life cycle giving the
systeM life cycle phases of systeM inception, analysis,
design, iMpleMentation, operation, and retireMent. (Fig.l)*

Topics in systeM theory address each of the above systeM
life cycle phases. Though applications of systeM theoretic
Methods and techniques can be found in Most phases of the
life cycle of statistical systeMS, we will restrict our
attention to reviewing those Methods and techniques used in
the analysis and design of sub-systeMS of statistical systeMS
intended for autoMation.

Here we consider systeM analysis to be a process carried
out to identify and specify the requireMents for a desired
ii.forMation systeM and to evaluate whether an existing systeM
Meets the requireMents or not'. SysteM design is that process
which specifies the coMponents for a systeM which can satisfy
the requireMents identified during the analysis phase.

1.3 Statistical SysteMS

In this lecture a statistical systeM is assuMed to
encoMpass all the resources, huMan, Material and
inforMational, available to a national statistical service,
all the activities perforMed by or with these resources
within the tiMe period considered as well as all the results
delivered froM these activities.

This concept of a statistical systeM is very
coMprehensive. The advantage of applying a general concept
like the above is that it perMits us to take all the factors
we find relevant into account during systeM analysis and
design (Langefors 1973).

2. SYSTEM THEORY, METHODS AND TECHNIQUES

2,1 Theory

Modern systeM theory is preoccupied with describing and
explaining developMent and change in a part of reality cslled
a systeM (EMery 1969). It assuMes the existence of a tirte
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4
dimension which requires that any stateMent about a systeM
has to be tine related. As a part of the systeMs we are
considering* there is also a set of predescribed goals for
the systew's perforMsnce.

A systeM is considered to be coMposed of sub-systeMS
characterized by their individual properties. The lowest
level sub-systeMS are the systeM objects which May be either
a process or 3 resource. Sets of exhaustive and Mutually
exclusive properties are referred to as attributes. Certain
attributes way be associated with two or More objects,
sub-systeMS and systeMS. These attributes are called
relations. Relations associating only sub-systeMS within the
systeM are internal relations while relations refering to the
systeM environment sre external relations (Langefors 1973,
Sundgren 1973).

The set of goals for the systeM can be considered as a
specification of the attribute values desired. SysteM
perforMance is evaluated by coMparing the goals with the
systeM properties.

2.2 Methods

A Method is an orderly way of carrying out a task.
Modern systeM Methodology proposes separate Methods for
systeM analysis and systeM design. The predoMinent Method
for systeM analysis is based on a structured top-down
approach according to which the analysis starts with a
definition of the systeM deliMiters, its environment and
goals. It continues with a decoMposi'tion of the systeM into
its coMponent sub-systeMS and objects, their required
attributes and interrelationships (Langefors 1973). An
existing or proposed systeM is then coMpared and evaluated
against the desired systeM requireMents to deterMine its
quality and the points at which it can/should be iMproved.

SysteM design Methods are usually based on a bottoM-up
approach according to which the overall design is developed
by first developing the processes and sub-systeMS according
to the requireMents stated by the systeM analysis (Lundeberg,
Goldkuhl and Nilsson 1978, VeiM 1981).

All systeM theoretic Methods are based on the concept of
a Model, according to which the real systeM being considered
can be represented by a siMplified and forMal description
containing only the Most iMportant aspects. SysteM Models,
being abstract systens theMselves, can be classified in
several ways. One is to distinguish between syMbolic and
analogous Models. According to this classification, a systeM
May either be described by Means of syMbols having a
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predefined Meaning or by physical Measures representing other
physical Measures in the real system. Another comMon
classification distinguishes between graphic and algebraic
Models, Graphic Models enjoy greater polpularity during the
analysis and design phases because they can easily be
explained and discussed and thus support coMMunication about
the systeM being Modeled* The organization chart May be the
Most typical representative for this type of Model. However,
algebraic Models have the strength of being coMpact and
supported by the arsenal of MatheMatical Methods for their
analysis and further expansion. The forMulas for computing
s3Mple size subject to certain conditions msy serve as an
example of the algebraic type of Models.

So far the Methods deviced for systeM analysis and
design support only certain functions, particularly, the
description of systeM structure and requirements, definition
and deductive Manipulation of the sub-system eoMponents,
documentation of the analysis and design results, and
organization and management of the analysis and design
activities. Little has so far been achieved in creating
formal methods which can help the analyst and designer in
their creative tasks.

Experience with the existing methods has indicated that
no rigid top-down procedure can be followed throughout the-
analysis phase, since lower level details tend to impact the
higher level descriptions. The strict use of bottom-up
design tends to produce inflexible and sub-optimal systems
unable to adjust to changing environments. A pragmatic
solution seems to be 3 mixed approach as illustrated in
Fig.2.

2.3 Techniques

Methods are transforMed into operative techniques
describing which technical instrument to use. For the system
analysis and design tasks we can distinguish between two
groups? the menus1 and the computer based techniques. Manual
system analysis and design techniques usually make use of
standard questionnaires, tables and forms to be worked out in
a specified sequence and according to given conventions
represented in work instructions* In some cases handbooks
have been developed to support the system work.

Computer based techniques are of More interest because
of their potential. In system analysis and design they can
guide the analyst and designer through 3 coMputer controlled
dialogue, support the storage and retrieval of specifications
end results ss the analysis and design progress, perform
optimization computations, present alternative displays and
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outputs, as well as facilitate the fins! report
recommendations. A large nunber of computerized support
techniques have been developed in the fields of numerical
analysis, operations research and statistics. Some have also
been developed More specifically as system analysis and
design tools (Couger and Knspp 1974).

3, STATISTICAL SYSTEM ANALYSIS

System analysis is an activity aimed at clarifying what
is required froM a system, describing the characteristics of
an' exisisting or proposed systeM and evaluating how the
considered systeM Meets its requireMents, These activities
are necessary in order to deterMine the possible need for the
design of a new or Modified systeM,

Such activities have been carried out in statistical
offices for a long time, though Most commonly for relatively
SMall sub-systeMs, However, the attempt to apply formal
systeM analysis, organized as a top-down systeMatic exercise
for large coMprehensive statistical systeMS, is a recerr
event. We can find only a few exaMples of work trying to
specify the requireMents of a statistical systeM in this wa^
(Fellegi 1978, Klas 1975, Niitawo 1981, Nordbotten 1975,
Sundgren 1978). The technical tools which hae been used are
Mainly Manual techniques. There are only sporadic cases
where computerized support techniques have been used in
statistical systeM analysis. In the following, we will
outline how we believe the analysis of a statistical systeM
should be carried out.

3.1 Statistical SysteM DeliMitation

The first task is to delimit the statistical system from
its environment and determine the relationships between them.
In the literature about statistical systems, we are

frequently reminded about the importance users and
respondents have for the statistical system (Duncan 1978). A
statistical system is obiously not a closed system, i.e. it
is not an end in itself. We propose that the statistical
system be considered 3 component or sub-system of a
supersystem consisting of the following four interrelated
components, the target system, the respondent systeM, the
users system and the statistical systeM. Their
inter-relationships May be characterized by the flow of data
from the target system through the other systeMS with
feedback into the target system as illustrated in Fig.3,
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The target system is that part of reality about which

statistics! information is required. It is the target system
which the statistics! system describes in statistical terms
in its publications* The target system corresponds to the
collection of universes or populations which are under
investigstion and analysis by the statistical office. The
target system's extention may vary from one country to
.another depending on • the responsibilities with which the
statistical office is charged. In decentralized statistical
systems, the target system will usually be partitioned
according to the responsibilities of the different
organizational units. The resulting target sub-systems will
usually not be exclusive sub-sets of the total target system.
This is one of the reasons for the co-ordination problem

frequently appearing ift some decentralized systems.

The respondents system encompasses the individuals,
organizations and mechanical sensors which provide data about
the target system to the statistical system. This system is
described by the set of registers and lists of enumerators,
households, enterprises, etc,, maintained in the statistical
office.

The users system consists of
need or may need the services of
make better decisions concerning
users system is the direct reason
statistical system and knowledge
needs of the users is therefore
design and operation of the

all decision-makers who
the statistical system to
the target system. The
for the exisitence of the
about the composition and

essential for a successful
statistical system. The

desirability of a close contact between the statisticians and
the users is often emphasized. Also a closer study of why
the users need statistics and how they may use it should
recieve more attention by the statistical system analysts. A
more direct interest in the work within the field of decision
analysis should be recommended for future analysts of
statistical systems (Raiffa 1969).

The statistical system collects data from the
respondents system and processes it into statistics in order
to meet the requirement of the users system. To carry out
this task the statistical system has to analyze and design
models of the other systems. In this lecture we have
restricted ourselves to the analysis and design of the
statistical system in general even thoi. 3h the specific
structure of the statistical system obviously depends on the
structure of the other systems.

These four systems are seldom physically exclusive, as
the following examples indicate, A statistician, working in
the statistical system, will also be a respondent in s census
and an object belonging of the target system as a member of
its population. A business man may be a user of statistics,
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a respondent snd a part of the target systeM. Still, it .;
usefull for the analyst and designer to distinguish these
four systems froM each other in order to clarify the external
relationships of the statistical system.

To deliwit the statistical system Means to identify and
characterize its relationships to the three other systeMS. A
pragMatic approach* which is frequently followed, is to
define the borders of the statistical systeM to encircle
those activities and resources for which the chief
statistician has legislative responsibility. It has been
pointed out that the extention of the statistical systeMS May
vary froM countries with a centrally planned econorty to
countries with a Market econoMy (Klas 1975), In a centrally
planned econoMy, a statistical systeM will include a nuMber
of objects which in a Market econony country would have been
chararcterized as belonging to the respondents systeM. In a
country with a centrally planned econoMy there May also be a
stronger relationship between the users systeM, represented
by government agencies, and the statistical systeM than that
which May appear in a Market econoMy country,

One of the iMportant requirements of the statistical
systeM is the external and predescribed output goals. For
soMe systeMS, with a weak relationship to the user systeM,
the output goals May be very generally forMulated, for
exaMple, -"provide adequate statistical inforMation to the
govenMent and public". In these cases, it is necessary for
the statistical systeM analyst to generate More operationally
specified goals, such asJ "provide specified statistics which
have a given^degree of tiMeliness and quality". In countries
with a More centrally planned econory, the goals of the
statistical systeM May be Much More specifically stated in
the terMs of reference for the organization. In both cases
the goals of the statistical systeM are of extreMe iMportance
and are part of the desired systeM's perforMance
characteristics. There have been a nuMber of Meetings during
which representatives for statistical systeMS have Met and
tried to co-operate in developing sound goals for their
systeMS (Duncan 1978, Klas 1975, Munic Centre for Advanced
Training 1979).

The delimitation of the statistical systeM requires that
we Manage to identify. 1) all the resources for which the
statistical systeM is resonsible, 2) the authorities and
responsibilities of the systeM toward the other systeMS and
3) the goals guiding the statistical systeM in carrying out
these authorities and responsibilities by Means of the
resources assigned to it.
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3.2 Statistical SysteM DecoMposition

In the previous section we outlined a very general Model
of the statistical systeM highlighting its relationships to
its environment. The next step is to analyze the statistical
systeM in order to identify its coMponent sub-systems. At
each level, every coMponent Model has to be described using
the requireMents of the level above as a prerequisite
(Lundeberg, Goldkuhl and Nilsson 1978). The break-down
process continues to a level at which, in principle, the
requireMents of each coMponent can be Met by existing or
easily constructable systeM coMponents.

One approach to systeM decoMposition is to develop a
functional Model. This approach identifies and describes the
functional coMponents representing the requireMents of the
systeM in such a way that the Model can serve as a convenient
basis for evaluating an existing or proposed systeM.
Functional Models of statistical systeMS appeared in
priMitive forMS in the fifties ( Bjerve and Nordbotten 1956)
and have been developed into coMplex Models of the
statistical systeM in the late seventies (Fellegi 1978, Klas
1975, NiitaMo 1981),

Another approach is to describe the systeM according to
its organizational pattern. The resultant Model describes
the distribution of responsibilities aMong the staff and
their reporting structure. This can be an important tool
when evaluating the staffing and reporting structure in the
systeM. It May also be helpful for evaluating whether the
staff coMposition has the appropriate content or to see if
unnecessary/inadequate reporting is present (United Nations
1980). Organizational Models, represented by organization
charts, are probably the Most frequently Met type of system
Models.

A third approach concentrates on developing a data
oriented Model of the statistical systeM. This Model
identifies the data types being used at different tiMes and
locations in the systeM (Veim and Sundgren 1979). This is a
very useful approach when interest is focused on effective
and efficient data processing, particularly with reference to
the applications of coMputers in the systeM. This approach
has taught us to keep track of what we have collected and
processed and the iMportance of recognizing and Maintaining
meta-data in statistical systems.

Our Model of the statistical systeM, illustrated in
Figure ^, coMbines features froM both the functional and the
data oriented models. It is useful to distinguish four
categories of coMponents in a statistical system, the priMary
data representing the data collected and processed, the
secondary data or the Meta-data describing the primary data
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13
and how they were or should be processed, the activities
performing the processing of the primary and secondary data,
and the resources assigned to carry out these activities.
Each of these components is related to the other components
and/or to the external systems. Each must be further broken
down in a real world system analysis.

J

3.3 Statistical System Evaluation

During a system analysis one of three situations may
occur. First, no system model may exist to compare the
analytical results with because this is the analysis to
establish requirements for a completely new system. Second*
an existing system is described and the description may be
evaluated against the requirements for the system in order to
identify where improvements can be made. Third, a design
specification for a new system has been presented and there
is a need for deciding if this system should replace the
existing one.

Information system evaluation involves the comparision
of the characteristics of an existing system or proposed
system<s) with the requirements for the desired system. . The
requirements are frequently formulated in such a way that it
is a question about the degree to which a system meets them.
For example, one requirement may be that the timeliness of
the statistical results should be improved as quickly as
possible, If there is only one system to be considered, the
question may be reduced to whether this system will provide
more timely results in the future or not. However* if the
system will most likely improve timeliness in one field and
decrease it in another, a more complex evaluation will be
needed. The situation will be even more complex if there are
two or more systems to be compared with the requirements.

So far statistical system analysts have contributed very
little towards resolving these difficult but fundamental
questions. We may turn to cost-benefit theory for support.
However, we will not avoid the basic problem in any
evaluation of statistics of determining what the benefits of
the services provided by the statistical system are worth to
the users. Setting priorities may be satisfactory within a
given system but it will certainly not be of much help when
comparing alternative systems <Munich Centre of Advanced
Training 1979).
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If the above discussion gives the impression that there

May be no More statistical processes left to design for
efficient computerization, it is not correct. Electronic
technology has developed very fast and will probably continue
to do so. This will require reconsideration and redesign of
Many computerized processes in the future. Also, the new
technology is constantly opening possibilities for the design
of further aids for the users and designers of statistical
systems*

One important process, currently being considered <as an
initial systems analysis task) is the search for relevant
information by application of data dictionaries and
directories. The design for computerization of this process
is an important and interesting challenge for the future.
The task of designing dictionaries with meta-data to make
descriptions of the content of statistical data bases more
easily accessible to the users, has now a high priority in
many organizations <Klas 1979, United Nations 1981).

Another important process, which has also recieved
attention by the designers of statistical systems, is the
overall planning and control of the current system
activities. The problems of how to dimension, allocate
resources and set priorities have been extensively discussed
and approached both by simulation techniques as well as by
mathematical optimization methods <ECE 1978, Munich Centre
for Advance Training 1979, Neumann 1981, Nordbotten 1965,
Nordbotten 1975). iMpleMentations of planning and control
support systeMS have utalized computerized versions of
control systems such as PERT.

4.2 Design Optimization

The different object designs reviewed above, lead to the (
second phase of the system design, namely how to select the
alternative which is most suitable for the currently
considered problem. Ideally, the system goals should give us
the guidance needed for selection, or optiMization, which
should then be done by analytical Methods or approximated by
simulation methods (Nordbotten 1965f Nordbotten 1975),

In practice this may not be possible and the selection
must rely on the intuition of the system designer. So far
very little has been done to support the designer with formal
methods for carrying out this step and it should be an
important task for the future (Eioyarsky and Dzaporidze 1963).
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Integration of Processes

Integration is a widely used tern in statistics which we
use here to Mean the joining together of two or More
processes into one single computerized sub-system. This is
the third phase in the system designprocess. Designers of
statistical systems started early to investigate the
possibilities for such integration in an effort to avoid the
cost in time, accuracy and manpower required to manually
adjust the output from one process to an input to the next
process.

The results of this technical integration have been a
tendency to create common interfaces by standardizing the
input and output formats to and from the different
processes. In this way the designer can design a set of
chained processes which appear as one computerized system
component. Examples are the integration of data entry and
editing* file management and calculations* and tabulation
and photocomposition. As long as each process is designed
independently, exept for the interfaces, they may each be
separately optimal. However, it is well known that the
resulting integrated system does not need to be optimal.

To design an overall optimal system is an extremely
difficult if not impossible task. This is so partly because
the system objectives usually are not available in a
sufficiently precise form and partly because of the large
number of feasible designs of which only a small fraction can
be studied and evaluated.

Statisticians have long dreamt about the computerized
statistical system. Several decades ago computerized
statistical systems were outlined and discussed. Later a
number of authers have discussed the problems of integrated,
computerized systems <Klas 1979, Klas and Rabenseifer 1979,
Neumann 1981). Many statisticians have,discussed tasks and
plans for developing future statistical systems, but there
seems to be a general agreement that there is a long way to
go before the completely computerized statistical system can
be implemented (Fellegi an Outrata 1978, Hansen and Bryant
1981, Muller 1979, Olsson and Sundgren 1980, United
Nations/ECE 1981).

5. FUTURE ANALYSIS AND DESIGN IN STATISTICAL SYSTEMS

Before ending this lecture we will add a few comments
about the future analysis and design in statistical systems.
It has already been mentioned that there are still a number
of processes to be designed for computerization, others to be
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improved as well as unsolved optimization and integraqtion
probleMs requiring further attention. But which is the Most
important task?

In our opinion the Most important task is to recognize
the technological trends and adjust and take advantage of
then* The trend most predominant today is the establishment
of computer supported networks which has already lead to the
establishment of a number of international information
utilities offering different types of information through
terminals, communications networks and computers. The
statistical systems cannot afford to ignore this development.
Preparations for a world-wide statistical network, which will
be able to meet the increasing needs of the users, are now
required UJnited Nations 1981). Such 3 system must offer the
opportunities of direct submission of required data from the
reporting objects as well as direct access to the statistical
results from the members of the users system.

The different national and international statistical
systems are presently less conceptually and technicall
co-ordinated than what is desired. The main tasks in a
world-wide design of a statitical network system will be to
join the systems together conceptually and operationally into
one single integrated system.

Because users, respondents and statistical systems with
varying technical characteristics already exist, there will
be a need for designing interfaces on different levels.
Obviously, one strategy may be to develop interfaces between
the statistical system and each of the different types of
respondents and users within each country, and similarly
between the international statistical systems and each
national statistical system. But there are also other
possible strategies for implementing an integrated world-wide
statistical system which have to be evaluated. The planning,
design and implementation of such a system will require
co-operation, time and resources from all participating
parties. The result will be a system which will $ake it
possible to share one of the mos-t important resources for
development , - experience and knowledge - on a world-wide
basis*
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FIGURE 5. A WORLD-WIDE INTEGRATED STATISTICAL SYSTEM
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SUMMARY

A statistical system is 3 large integrated information
system which commonly contains several automated sub-systems.

Systems analysis and design is an approach towards
formalizing the analysis and design of information systems
with the objective of improving the system performance by
automation.

In this paper we review the extent to which the
Methodologies of systeM analysis and design have been applied
to the design of statistical systems and note the degree of
understanding provided by their use. We maintain that •»*
continued and extended use of current system analysis and
design Methodologies will aid in the design of successful
statistical systems.

RESUME

Un systeme statistique est un vaste systeme
d'information qui habituellement comprend plusiers
sous-syste'mes autoMatises.

L'analyse et la conception de systemes tendent £ fixer
des regies pour 1'analyse et la conception de syst&mes
d'information avec pour objectif 1'amelioration des
performances du systeme par 1'automstisation.

Dans ce documentt nous examinons jusqu' & guel point les
methodologies de 1'analyse et de conception de systeVies ont
ete appliquees a" la conception de systemes statistiques et
indiquons le degre" de comprehension fourni par leur
utilisation. Nous pretendons que 1'utilisation continue et
accrue des me"thodes courantes d'analyse et de conception de
syst^me aideront ̂  1'elaboration de systimes ststistiques.
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